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Norway: We had a very good discussion on 17bis and 17ter. There were some questions but 

my understanding was that we were progressing and would look at it further tomorrow.  

Costa Rica: We have a proposal on para 30. We converted what used to be 17ter to 30(f).  

“development and enhancement of the capacities and tools to ensure that countries can 

countries can implement transformational change in the context of the long term goals of the 

Paris Agreement.”  

32 – replace ‘interlinkages’ with ‘interaction’. 

May we remove the word ‘players’ and replace it with ‘those involved’.  

We have the words ‘help bridge knowledge and financial gap.’ Let’s remove.  

Replace ‘shall’ with ‘will’ in paragraph 33. Let’s also remove ‘all’ with ‘different’.  

China: Wait a second on ‘shall’ and ‘will’ – a native English speaker might help me out.  

India: We agree, why have we changed the language – what is the difference with shall.  

Malawi: We want to maintain ‘shall’ 

Grenada: I propose we delete ‘will’, based on what we heard, we are giving guidance to the 

technology mechanism – can we have a stronger word – ‘should’.  

Australia: There will be accompanying decision text and that will have things about what we 

decide the technology mechanism will do. This isn’t the legal text form, and ‘shall’ is what 

you would use in a legal text.  

Norway: We have in CP.17: the CTCN ‘shall’ in every sentence – we have already crossed 

this bridge.  

United States: two quick points – one solution would be to replace both words with ‘is to’. 

Second, we’re flexible about second sentence, it could be deleted without losing the meaning 

from many other pieces of language throughout the text.  

India wants to stay with ‘shall’.  

European Union: We think that collaboration across all stages of the technology cycle is 

important.  

India: Here is a context that is particularly important to have collaboration at all stages of the 

technology cycle.  

Turning to 34, can we remove the word ‘key’ and make it ‘all’ stakeholders? Yes. We then 

have the introduction of a new phrase ‘in particular private sector’, highlights remove.  



Singapore: I would like to propose that we remove the words ‘in particular’.  

Grenada: ‘Stakeholders’ includes the private sector already? It also doesn’t make sense in 

context of regional, national and global levels.  

Singapore: Step down – maintain ‘in particular’ for time being.  

Kenya: Grenada’s proposal is ok because this is our initial thinking. Let’s get rid of ‘key’ 

stakeholders.  

Singapore agreed 

United States and Australia intervened saying the private sector was the key stakeholder in 

technology development and RD&D.  

Co-fac decided to bracket it.  

United States [34] - ‘Cooperation in’, not ‘and’  

 

Moving now to paragraph 35.  

European Union: with 35(b) – this is guidance to the TM, so I am confused with what this 

paragraph is saying – does the TM support govs, civil society etc; or does it enhance parties 

collaboration with them?  

India: ‘enhancement’ is a key detail!  

Kenya: engagement has been there before, for the purpose of the Paris Agreement we need 

some enhancement. We would back the suggestion by India to maintain ‘enhanced’.  

Australia: 10.4 is about promoting and facilitating enhanced action – does this mean that in 

other parts of the document that they are not going to?  

Norway: Option 2 is more in line with the topic. 

Kenya: Option 1 35(b) – we know that one of the problems facing NDEs is the support. 

Option 2 doesn’t mention this!  

China: agree with Kenya.  

Norway: if we move option 1 with support, out of engagement with key stakeholders.  

USA: We would support option 2. I don’t see how in both cases we would be talking about 

links to focal points of the UNFCCC and focal points of the NDEs. 

Canada: We agree with Norway. What does ‘focal points’ mean.  

India: India stands by the position of China and Kenya, we would see the enhanced language 

preserved.  

Australia: I would support the retention of Option 2 here. I also support the relevance of the 

US objection to highlighting focal points in this section.  



Kenya: It can be discussed further. Option 1 is just an enabler for the action and the reach that 

is being discussed now – if you move it to support, support will be a standalone and you will 

lose the substance of what is being conveyed.  

Grenada: I think it’s best to stop at stakeholders. For option 1 and 2. Malawi: agree 

Norway: Let’s delete ‘enhanced’ from 35(c) because if you have ‘enhanced’ everywhere, 

then it doesn’t mean anything.  

Australia: lets use ‘facilitate’ instead of ‘enhance’ in 35(c) 

India: ‘encourage’ participation of relevant stakeholders in the planning and participation.  

Singapore: ‘promote’ 

Ukraine: ‘invite’  

EU: If we find another word before the word enhanced we can keep it. 

US: ‘increased’ involvement and participation. 

10-11am in Room A, see you then. We have prepared some draft decision text available for 

us tonight 

 


